Will-o-Wisp

In the darkest of night one may happen to see a will-o-wisp flying about. Chase it if you must,
but know that it can never be caught. Beware its promises, for this ghostly light enjoys
taunting the wicked. For the lost and lonely this lantern of hope will light your way.
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ignis fatuus (foolish fire) Will-o-the-Wisp is the most common English designation for a
family of fairy-beings characterized by their fiery appearance and their tendency to lead
nighttime wayfarers astray. The term wisp refers to a twist of straw, used as a torch.Listen to
Will O Wisp SoundCloud is an audio platform that lets you listen to what you love and share
the sounds you create.. Buenos Aires. 19 Tracks.Will-o-the-wisp is the light phenomenon
traditionally ascribed to ghosts. Will-o-the-wisp may also refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1 Arts and
entertainment 2 People Type, Fire. Category, Non-Damaging. Power, —. Accuracy, 85%. PP,
15. Burns the target. (Inadequate description? Let us know in this thread.) Pokemon. Absol. - 2
min - Uploaded by VEVOParanormalIn Argentina and Paraguay the will-o-the-wisp
phenomenon is known as folklore What exactly is a will-o-the-wisp? A scientific
phenomenon or a spirit guiding you to your doom?Will-o-the-wisp definition, ignis fatuus(def
1). See more.Traits Consume Life: As a bonus action, the will-o-wisp can target one creature it
can see within 5 feet of it that has 0 hit points and is still alive. The target must Type, Fire.
Category, Non-Damaging. Power, —. Accuracy, 85%. PP, 15. Burns the target. (Inadequate
description? Let us know in this thread.) Pokemon. Absol.In the Dungeons & Dragons fantasy
roleplaying game the will-o-wisp is a malevolent entity which makes its home in swamps and
bogs. This aberration consists The following tale is, notably, associated with the
Will-o-the-wisp, a light seen over boggy and marshy places in Ireland and Britain. In many
accounts recorded Will-o-the-wisp also known as will~o~wisp or simply as wisp and willow
.was thought to be a spirit or soul dwelling mostly on cemetery ground or swamps . For those
who dont know, Will-o-the-Wisps, also called “ignis fatuus,” Latin for “foolish fire”, are balls
of light that are seen hovering over See also: will-o-the-wisp Will (“male given name”) + of +
the + wisp (“bundle of straw or hay used as a torch”) will o the wisp (plural will o the
wisps).The will-o-the-wisp is a flame-like phosphorescence caused by gases from decaying
plants in marshy areas. In olden days, it was personified as Will with the wisp, a sprite who
carried a fleeting wisp of light. The light was first known, and still also is, as ignis fatuus,
which in Latin means foolish fire.A Will-o-the-wisp is a phantom light that hovers in the
wilderness, luring travelers away from the beaten path. Most of these lights haunt the moors
and bogs of A spectral light is spotted upon the misty moors one night and by chance there are
travelers who are lost, the Will-o-the-Wisps light is an alluring sight, but a
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